About
John, John
and nothing
but John!
JohnBoothCreative

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Not just RGB but also CMYK, I can produce work for both screen
and paper including; logos design, business cards, advertising
design for magazines, posters, events and book covers and more.

ILLUSTRATION

No other medium stirs emotion quite like illustration.
With meticulous detail using both traditional and digital media,
I love creating illustrations that convey a message without
the need to be told through words.

Freelance Designer & Digital Nomad
Everything starts with a need

In any business, there’s work (in my case design) and then
there’s relationships with everyone who makes that work
possible. Hopefully that could be you!
There’s more to good design than you might think.
Creativity and skill go hand in hand, becoming skilled takes
a lot of hard work, study, dedication and above all time.

MOTION GRAPHICS

If a picture speaks a thousand words, then motion graphics speak
a million. Motion graphics can make a dry or boring subject more
exciting using a unique blend of 2D, 3D, text, video and audio.

With over 25 years experience of working in the creative
industry I value my experience and what I’m able to offer.
I have been drawing and doodling since I was able to hold
a pencil. Each design project is unique, so it’s not a one
size fits all solution. Being flexible enables me to deliver
effective and meaningful design on budget and on time.
If you already have a design brief that’s great, but don’t
worry if not, we can work on that together.

PRESENTATIONS

With an array of visual communication knowledge and experience, I
can design and prepare your PowerPoint and Keynote presentations
that translate complex ideas into compelling visual stories.

Let’s chat! ...

Design for Paper & Screen

a good old fashioned phone call

on 07729 485 145 or email john@johnbooth.net

07729 - 485 145 john@johnbooth.net www.johnbooth.net

Graphic Design | Illustration | Motion Graphics

Everything starts with a need...

Like to discover more or just a little curious?

You might like to call 07729 485 145

